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1 Abstract 

Genes, environment and the interaction between them shape behaviour. 
Various model animals have been used to find the genes that underlie 
behaviour. Domesticated animals have been proven to be useful in 
deciphering the genetic basis of complex behaviour such as anxiety and 
aggression. This review discusses the genes that affect behaviour and the 
environmental factors that modify behaviour by regulating gene 
expression and brain function. The genetic basis of quantitative traits 
such as anxiety and the contribution of domestication experiments in 
decoding them will be the focus. At the end, our present knowledge about 
cherry-picked genes during domestication and their pleiotropic effect on 
animal welfare and health will be covered. Both humans and 
domesticated animals suffer from novel stressors as they adapt a new 
lifestyle. Finding the genes and mechanism which are involved in 
modulating the stress response in animals can help us both in improving 
animal welfare and to understand the identity of stress related 
psychological disorders in humans.         
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2 Introduction 

Organisms perceive stimuli via their sensory organs, based on their 
internal motivation and prior experiences they interpret them, and then a 
visible motor pattern occurs which is called behaviour. In other words 
behaviour can be defined as all visible actions of the animals and might 
be simple such as a reflex or a complex behavioural pattern (Bendesky 
and Bargmann, 2011). Genes regulate development of sensory organs, 
sensory and motor neural systems, and muscular system, thus ultimately 
they play a fundamental role in shaping behaviour. (Jensen, 2006).  

The definition of the term “stress” is the subject of scientific debate, and 
the situations ranging from a slightly challenging stimulus to extremely 
aversive conditions are termed stress in various publications (Koolhaas et 
al., 2011). McEwen (2000) represented the term: “Stress may be defined 
as a real or interpreted threat to the physiological or psychological 
integrity of an individual that results in physiological and/or behavioral 
responses.” Naturally, the stress response can be adaptive by participating 
in allostasis (the process where an organism dynamically adapts to 
unpredictable or predictable events, or in other words, maintaining 
stability through changes) (McEwen and Wingfield, 2003; Korte et al., 
2005). But chronic or repeated environmental challenges such as social 
conflicts or changes in life condition may lead to pathologically 
deleterious and sometimes irreversible changes in the physiology and 
behaviour of the organisms (McEwen, 1993). An example of these 
radical changes in life condition can be seen in the captive animals, where 
they live in a vastly different situation in comparison to the wild animals, 
thus they are exposed to various novel stressors (Rauw et al., 1998). 
Individuals show different stress response to the novel stressors caused 
by the drastic change of their life condition in captivity. Like other 
physiological and behavioural characteristics, stress response is also 
influenced or even pre-determined by genes (Jensen, 2006; Albert et al., 
2009).  

Some animal species have undergone a morphological, physiological and 
behavioural adaptation process called domestication, where they have 
adapted to live beside humans in a novel environment modified by men 
(Bidau, 2009). Thousands of years of selection for traits desired by 
humans have led to tremendous phenotype diversity in domesticated 
animals, which is not present in laboratory animals. Although various 
domesticated animals were under different selection pressures, all of 
them share the trait of tameness, i.e., they are less fearful of humans and 
sometimes even strive for human contact or handling (Jensen et al., 2008; 
Albert et al., 2009). The wild ancestors of some domesticated animals 
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(dog, pig, chicken, fish, etc.) exist in the nature and their fearfulness and 
aggression levels are significantly different from their domesticated 
counterpart. The comparison of domesticated animals’ genome with their 
wild ancestors provides a unique opportunity for us to study the genetic 
basis of fearfulness and stress response (Andersson, 2012). 

In this review, I will present the current knowledge on the genetic 
contribution in shaping behaviours, focusing on the genes involved in 
regulation of fear and stress in various animals. At the end, the effects of 
artificial selection for traits desired by humans on domesticated animals’ 
behaviour and welfare will be reviewed.  

 

3 Single genes influencing behaviour 

It is well accepted that genes, environment and the interactions between 
them regulate behaviour (Robinson, 2004). The presented genes are well-
studied examples of single genes influencing different behavioural 
patterns. The period gene (per) regulating circadian behaviour was first 
described in Drosophila (Konopka and Benzer, 1971). Three naturally 
occurring mutations of the per gene are responsible for the phenotypic 
diversity of the trait. The normal daily rhythm of Drosophila is 24 hours 
and 3 mutations have been found that can alter this pattern drastically. 
One mutation (pers) leads to 19 hours daily rhythm, another one (per1) 
causes 28 hours daily pattern and the flies carrying the third mutation 
(per0) have an arrhythmic circadian pattern (Konopka and Benzer, 1971). 
The period gene is also involved in producing court ship song in 
drosophila  (Wheeler et al., 1991). When a small fragment of D. 
melanogaster was transferred to D. simulans, they performed the mating 
song of D. melanogaster instead of their own species specific song. 

Another example of a single gene influencing a complex behaviour is the 
foraging gene (for) which regulates food searching behaviour of the D. 
melanogaster. The gene encodes a cGMP- dependent protein kinase 
(PKG), and there are two naturally occurring alleles for the gene, namely, 
rover allele (forR), and sitter allele (fors). The forr homozygous flies travel 
more during food consumption in comparison to both fors  homozygous 
and fors/forR flies and the flies with the forR allele have higher brain PKG 
activity and more for brain expression (Sokolowski, 1980; Osborne et al., 
1997; Ben-Shahar et al., 2002). Shahar et al. (Ben-Shahar et al., 2002) 
showed that the increased for gene expression caused young honey bees 
to start foraging instead of hive work, and the expression of the gene 
depends both on genetic variation and the colony’s need for foragers. The 
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for gene is an example of behavioural genes with conserved functions in 
different invertebrate species. 

Experiments with voles have shown how variation on a single gene can 
alter brain expression of a receptor and cause substantial behavioural 
changes (Insel and Young, 2001). Vasopressin is a hormone related to 
pair bonding and attachment to the offspring. The AVPR 1a gene, which 
encodes for the arginine vasopressin receptor 1A, plays a significant role 
in the social behaviour of voles (Insel and Young, 2001). In contrast to 95 
% of mammals who are polygamous, the male prairie vole (Microtus 
ochrogaster) bonds with the female after mating. Polymorphism in 
promoter of AVPR 1a gene is responsible for differences in receptor 
distribution and behaviour of prairie vole. Transgenic male mice with the 
prairie vole AVPR 1a allele bonded with females in response to 
vasopressin (Insel and Young, 2001; Robinson, 2004). AVPR 1a also 
seems to play a role in human pair bonding. More than 550 Swedish twin 
pairs were studied to find an association between genetic variability of 
AVRP 1a and the partner bonding parameters of the subjects (Walum et 
al., 2008). In males, one variation on allele RS3 334 was found to be 
related to lower pair bonding scores. The homozygous males for the 
allele had significantly higher chance of having marital problems. But 
more functional and gene expression studies should be conducted  before 
coming to a conclusion about the role of a single gene in a very complex 
and multifactorial human traits such as pair fidelity (Donaldson and 
Young, 2008).   

The forkhead box P2 gene (FoxP2), which encodes an important 
transcription factor, is the candidate gene involved in memory and vocal 
learning of song birds (Haesler et al., 2004). An orthologue of FoxP2 is 
also involved in language learning in human and a mutation on the gene 
causes a severe speech and language disorder (Lai et al., 2001). 

The molecular pathways which link single genes to behaviours are mostly 
obscure because of the polygenic inheritance and complexity of 
behavioural traits. The underlying neural pathways which link for gene 
with already mentioned behavioural polymorphisms in foraging 
behaviour of D. melanogaster have been studied extensively. Osborne et 
al. showed that the flies with rover allele have higher brain PKG activity 
and for expression (Osborne et al., 1997). The differences in 
physiological characteristics of neurons in rovers and sitters were studied 
by Renger et al. (Renger et al., 1999). It was shown that sitters have 
lower neural voltage-dependent K + current and also have different neural 
excitability patterns (Renger et al., 1999). PKG activity also plays a role 
in feeding related behaviour in nematodes, e.g. in Caenorhabditis 
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elegans, and a mutation that causes decreased PKG activity would also 
lead to higher locomotion (Robinson et al., 2005). The PKG signaling 
pathway seems to be related to locomotion and food searching behaviour 
of flies, bees and nematodes, but the methods of the regulation is 
different among mentioned species.  

Animals use their sensory organs to perceive the environment and hence 
the modification of sensory systems can lead to changes in behavioural 
patterns. For instance, the adaptation of C. elegance to laboratory 
condition (growth at high density) was caused by deletion of two genes 
encoding pheromone receptors (McGrath et al., 2011). The modification 
of the chemoreceptor genes (srg -36 and -37) happened as a rapid 
adaptation to a certain environment. McBride et al. showed that the D. 
secheilla, which is a specialized vinegar fly has different repertoire of 
olfactory receptor as an adaptation to the new ecological niche (McBride, 
2007). The genetic changes of sensory receptors can modify specific 
behaviour without major deleterious effects due to pleiotropy. 

Another pathway that can link genes to behaviour is associated with G-
protein coupled receptors and internal motivation states. Rgs2 which is 
related to anxiety in mice and AVPR 1a which is related to pair bonding 
in voles are example of the genes that influence behaviour via a 
neuromodulatory pathway (Bendesky and Bargmann, 2011). Some of 
these pathways are conserved in various animals, for example Bendesky 
et al. showed that polymorphism in the tyra-3 gene (tyramine receptor 3) 
which encodes a catecholamine receptor, affect decision making to leave 
the colony and foraging behaviour in nematode C. elegans. The authors 
suggested catecholamines have conserved function in modulating 
behavioural decisions (Bendesky et al., 2011).  

 

4 The influence of the environment on gene expression and 
behaviour 

Although genetic variation plays a fundamental role in shaping 
behaviour, environment and epigenetics can extensively influence 
behaviours. Non-sequence based modifications of the DNA which alters 
the expression pattern of genes and can be heritable are termed 
epigenetics (Goldberg et al., 2007), in other words, when the final 
outcome of a locus changes in the absence of change in the related DNA 
sequence. Three main mechanisms have been associated with epigenetics, 
namely, cytosine methylation, histone modification and non-coding 
RNAs (Bernstein et al., 2007). A family of proteins called DNA 
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methyltransferas, mediate cytosine methylation by adding methyl groups 
to cytosine in CpG pairs (Goll and Bestor, 2005). The biological 
significance of cytosine methylation has been a matter of controversy for 
a long time. The recent studies suggest that the methylation of genome 
regions which contain high density of CpGs (CpG islands) is correlated 
with suppressed expression of the gene (Goll and Bestor, 2005). Histones 
are the proteins which act as the core for the DNA to circle around and 
form chromatin and they are also involved in gene regulation. The 
histones can be subjected to various modifications such as acetylation, 
methylation, phosphorylation, etc. The functions of most of these 
modifications are not yet clear but recent progress in molecular biology is 
helping us to understand the function of histone modification in gene 
regulation and epigenetics (Bernstein et al., 2007). Another recently 
suggested mechanism controlling epigenetics is mediated by RNA and 
especially by noncoding RNAs (Bernstein and Allis, 2005). The 
mentioned mechanisms, their interaction together and probably, yet to be 
discovered pathways play a role in modulating epigenetic phenomena 
(Goldberg et al., 2007).     

Weaver et al. (Weaver et al., 2002) showed that maternal care influences 
the stress response in rat pups by altering the expression of glucocorticoid 
receptors (GR) in the hippocampus. As adults, the offspring of mothers 
performing high frequency of pup licking/grooming are behaviourally 
less fearful and show milder hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) 
response to stress in comparison to those that received less nursing 
(Weaver et al., 2002). The variation in maternal behaviour of rats is 
inherited, i.e. offspring that receive less attention from their mother do 
the same to their offspring when they grow up (Francis et al., 1999). The 
mentioned inherited behavioural variations and gene expression happen 
in the absence of genetic diversity and via epigenetics and DNA 
methylation (Weaver et al., 2002). It was shown that high levels of 
maternal care would cause histone acetylation and DNA demethylation at 
hippocampus GR gene promoter, leading to changes in GR expression 
and different HPA response to stress (Weaver et al., 2004). Cross 
fostering experiments led to reversed epigenetic changes after one week 
and the differences among the two groups continued into adulthood.  

Caspi et al. studied the genotype × environment interaction in modulation 
of stress and depression in humans (Munari et al., 2012). It was shown 
that a functional polymorphism in the promoter of 5-HTT gene which 
encodes a serotonin transporter influences the response of individuals to 
stressful life events. Individuals who had a specific polymorphism on 5-
HTT promoter (short allele) were influenced more dramatically (higher 
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suicide tendency and diagnosable depression) by stressful life events. 
Individuals who had the “short” allele on the 5-HTT gene showed higher 
amygdala neuronal activity after being exposed to fearful stimuli in 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI), which may be the reason 
for the association between the mentioned allele and being more fearful 
in humans(Hariri et al., 2002). 

Nätt et al. hypothesized that chickens raised under chronic stress, such as 
unpredictable food access, would adapt to the situation by modifying 
their feeding and social behaviour and predicted that these behavioural 
adaptations would be inherited to the offspring (Nätt et al., 2009). Parents 
were reared in two groups; in one group they received regular daily light 
rhythm (RL), while the other group was raised under irregular daily light 
rhythm (IL). In comparison to RL birds, the birds raised under IL chose 
freely available food rather than the more attractive but hidden food. 
Interestingly, as adults the female offspring of IL birds also adapted 
similar foraging behaviour as their mothers, they showed higher tendency 
to feed on high energy food, were heavier, showed more dominant 
behaviour and had a higher survival rate. The reported high levels of egg 
yolk estradiol in IL birds can be a potential mechanism for the inherited 
behavioural differences.      

    

5 Domestication experiments 

In 1959, Dmitry K. Belyaev, a Russian geneticist started to select and 
breed foxes solely based on their tameness (Belyaev, 1979). After only a 
few generations, the behaviour of selected groups began to change from 
the non-selected foxes. The animals from the selected population were 
not afraid of humans and even started to seek human contact. 
Interestingly, beside the radical behavioural modifications, the tame foxes 
had altered reproductive function, their coat colour changed and some of 
them developed drooping ears which is a characteristic of young dogs and 
some other domesticated animals (Belyaev, 1979). Considering the 
findings of the experiment, Belyaev figured that the traditional genetic 
framework can’t explain the extensive variety of observed changes in the 
group that were selected based exclusively on tameness and he 
introduced the idea of destabilization selection as a factor of 
domestication (Belyaev, 1979; Trut, 1999). When an organism is well 
adapted to a certain environment, the stabilizing selection suppresses or 
eliminates the effects of mutations that alter the normal phenotype in 
order to keep the optimal phenotypic development to the environment. 
When the selection pressure changes, destabilizing selection acts to 
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reverse stabilizing selection by disrupting the morphology and the 
physiology of the organism that had been stabilized to the previous 
natural selection (Trut et al., 2009). The genetic changes behind these 
morphological and behavioural changes are not clear and epigenetic 
modification has been suggested to play a major role. Considering that 
only a few HPA axis related genes have been shown to be differently 
expressed in tame foxes, it can be hypothesized that the change in the 
expression of a few brain genes with numerous regulatory effects have 
led to phenotypic destabilization (Trut et al., 2009).  

In the 70s, Belyaev also started a project to domesticate wild grey rats 
with the similar method that he already applied in the fox domestication 
project. The rats have been selected according to their aggression level 
toward humans for more than 60 generation. Similar to the fox 
experiment the tame rats are not aggressive toward humans anymore, 
tolerate handling and sometimes even approach humans in a non-
aggressive manner, while the aggressive lines attack or run away from 
humans. Similar to the tame foxes, the white spots also appeared in tame 
rats, bringing up the idea that maybe the same loci that control tameness 
are also involved in coat colour (Albert et al., 2009; Plyusnina et al., 
2011). The white colour coat is more common in domesticated animals in 
comparison to wild ones and various explanations have been suggested. 
Rosengren Pielberg et al. suggested that direct selection for specific 
colour variants by humans and the removal of need for camouflage 
during domestication are possible explanations for the high prevalence of 
white colour coat phenotype in domesticated animals (Rosengren 
Pielberg et al., 2008). Another probable explanation is that there is 
pleiotropy between certain colour variants and behaviour such as 
tameness. In both rats and deer mice, it was shown that certain coat 
variants (nonagouti) are easier to handle, less aggressive and less active 
(Hayssen, 1997). 

 

6  Stress and aggression: Typical examples of quantitative traits 

Traits which are affected by multiple genetic factors are known as 
quantitative traits.  A region in chromosome that has one or more genes 
that affect a quantitative trait is termed as quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
(Andersson, 2001). Most behaviour are typical quantitative traits, and are 
shaped through a network of several interacting genes. They are also 
extremely sensitive to the environment and even genetically identical 
individuals can have different behavioural phenotypes (Anholt and 
Mackay, 2004). Recent studies suggest that the distribution of allelic 
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effects is exponential in quantitative traits. A few loci which have big 
effects (major genes) cause most of the difference between strains, and a 
progressively larger number of loci with progressively smaller effects 
(minor genes) contribute to the rest of the difference(Mackay, 2001). 
Flint (2003) reviewed QTL that influence different behaviour and 
reported 94 QTL that affect behaviour in different animals (Flint, 2003), 
but the responsible genes behind most QTL are still not clear. 

The genetic components underlying biomedically important traits such as 
anxiety, depression and aggression have been studied extensively in 
recent years, mostly using rodents as a model (Yalcin et al., 2004). A 
large number of QTL have been reported to affect different stress related 
behaviours but the underlying responsible genes are mostly obscure 
(Flint, 2003). One problematic matter in detecting the genes involved in a 
certain QTL is that usually each behavioural QTL has a small 
contribution to the phenotype. Another complication in genetic mapping 
of behavioural traits is that QTL analyses detects a functional variant and 
not a gene, while the functionally important variant that affects gene 
expression might lie far from their related genes, e.g. in an intron of an 
unrelated gene (Lettice et al., 2002; Nobrega et al., 2003). In spite of 
difficulties in finding the genes underlying behavioural QTL, a few 
candidate genes have been found to modulate the effect of some QTL.  

In a study aiming to find the QTL for anxiety related behaviour in mice, 
1671 mice were subjected to a variety of behavioural tests, such as an 
open field test, a dark-light emergency test, a mirror-chamber test, and a 
square maze, leading to recognition of more than 100 anxiety related 
variables in rodents (Henderson et al., 2004). Significant and consistent 
QTL were found on chromosomes 1, 4, 7, 8, 14, 15, 18, and X. The 
locomotor activity was related to two QTL, on chromosomes 4 and 8, 
while anxiety-related behaviours were influenced by QTL on 
chromosomes 1, 15 and 18 (Henderson et al., 2004). Applying a high 
resolution mapping method, Yalchin et.al (Yalcin et al., 2004) studied the 
anxiety related QTL region on chromosome 1, and showed that the Rgs2 
gene which encodes a regulator of G protein signaling, is the gene 
candidate responsible for the QTL and is involved in mouse anxiety. 
Later studies with Rgs2 knockout mice out revealed that the mice lacking 
Rgs2 showed more anxiety related behaviour (Yalcin et al., 2004).  

To map the loci for aggressiveness and tameness in foxes, several 
intercross and backcross populations between tame and aggressive lines 
were generated (Kukekova et al., 2011; Kukekova et al., 2012). Tame 
behaviour was associated with loci on fox chromosome 12 (VVU12). The 
DNA region is the ortholog of a region in dogs and wolves and has been 
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associated with canine domestication (vonHoldt et al., 2010; Kukekova et 
al., 2011). But VVU12 mapping profiles were significantly different 
between different crosses and even between similar crosses that had 
different parents. The findings suggest that the expression of these loci 
depends on the genome context and highlight the role of epistasis (when 
genes modify effects of each other).      

To study the genetic basis of aggression and tameness, more than 700 rats 
from an intercross between tame and aggressive lines were subjected to 
various behavioral, physiological and morphological tests (tameness, 
aggression, anxiety, organ weight, coat colour, and catecholamine and 
corticosterone level in the serum). The genetic mapping revealed two 
significant QTL for tameness related traits, namely, Tame1 and Tame2 
which overlapped with QTL for the anxiety related traits and the adrenal 
size. One QTL on chromosome 14 containing the Kit gene was found for 
white colour spot. The Kit gene is involved in melanoblast migration and 
probably responsible for the white colour phenotype in rats. But the coat 
white spotting QTL was not linked with none of the QTL for tameness, 
i.e. white spotting loci doesn’t contribute in the tameness in the studied 
rat populations. The identified tameness QTL in the rat experiment did 
not map to orthologous regions in fox tameness loci, suggesting that 
multiple genetic paths can lead to evolving tameness (Kukekova et al., 
2011; Plyusnina et al., 2011). 

To study the relation between fear response and production traits, Schütz 
et al (Schütz et al., 2004) studied one population of red junglefowl (RJF), 
one population of White Leghorn (WL), and the F2 intercross generation 
of WL × RJF. QTL analyses were conducted for various fear related 
behavioural tests (open field test [OF], novel object test [NO], tonic 
immobility [TI], and restraint test) and various production traits (growth, 
food intake, sexual maturity, and egg production). In the OF and NO tests 
WLs were less fearful, while the RJFs were less fearful in the TI test and 
were more active in the restraint test. One QTL was found on 
chromosome 1 for TI which also coincided with growth, a major growth 
QTL, and in males another significant QTL for NO was related with 
another main growth QTL. Several other significant behavioural QTL 
were also found but were not correlated with production traits (Schütz et 
al., 2004).   

Functional studies have found a role for various genes involved in fear 
and anxiety (Hovatta and Barlow, 2008). For example, serotonin1A 
receptor (5-Ht1ar) has been shown to play a role in anxiety related 
behavioural traits, and mice lacking the receptor (5-Ht1ar knock-out) 
demonstrate enhanced anxiety-like behaviour in tests such as avoiding the 
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fearful and novel environment and running away from stressful situations 
(Parks et al., 1998; Gross et al., 2002).  

 

7 The genetic architecture of behaviour in domesticated animals 

The behaviour of the domestic dog has been shaped during 14000 years 
of artificial selection by humans (Udell et al., 2010). The genetic basis of 
their behavioural diversity is largely unknown. Akey et al. (Akey et al., 
2010) have conducted a genome-wide scan searching for signatures of 
recent selection in different breeds of dog and found 155 genomic regions 
with strong signatures of recent selection. The notion behind selection 
mapping is that genes which regulate a significantly desired trait lie in 
selective sweeps (selective sweeps are parts of the genome with reduced 
nucleotide variation, and suggest recent positive selection). The identified 
sweeps contained genes involved in morphology, physiology and 
behaviour. CDH9, DRD5, HTR2A and SEMAD3 were among candidate 
genes that potentially can affect behaviour (Akey et al., 2010). CDH9 
encodes a protein called cadherin 9 which is a neuronal cell-adhesion 
molecule. The SNP variations of CDH9 in humans are associated with 
autism; a disorder of neural development characterized by abnormal 
social interaction and communication (Wang et al., 2009). DRD5 encodes 
the dopamine D5 receptor and is mostly expressed in the limbic system of 
the brain, which is involved in emotion regulation, cognition and 
motivation (Vanyukov et al., 2000). HTR2A encodes serotonin 5-HT2A 
receptor and plays various roles in learning, anxiety and  behaviour 
(Hoyer et al., 2002) and aggression in mice (Saudou et al., 1994), but not 
in golden retriever dog(van den Berg et al., 2008). SEMAD3 (Semaphorin 
3D) belongs to semaphorin family and is involved in neural crest cell 
development and cell proliferation (Kruger et al., 2005).In an extensive 
genome-wide survey of dogs and wolves conducted by vonHoldt 
(vonHoldt et al., 2010), two out of three most strong selection signatures 
in dog genome were found near genes involved in behaviour and memory 
of mice and humans, namely,  ryanodine receptor 3 (RyR3) and adenylate 
cyclase 8 (ADCY8) (Balschun et al., 1999; vonHoldt et al., 2010). 
Another strong sweep was found near WBSCR17 gene, which is one of 
the genes being deleted in Williams–Beuren syndrome in human 
(vonHoldt et al., 2010). The syndrome is characterized by facial 
dysmorphia, mild to moderate intellectual deficits, and personality trait 
described as hypersociable (Martens et al., 2008). It is worth noting that 
ultimately experimental studies are needed to determine whether the 
polymorphisms of the mentioned genes are important in shaping the 
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behaviour of the domesticated dog. Considering great breed variability 
among dogs and the fact that dogs and humans share some common 
diseases, they are a valuable model animal to study comparative disease 
genetics (Karlsson and Lindblad-Toh, 2008).   

The DNA sequence is almost identical in dog and wolf, Saetre et al. 
hypothesized that the notable difference in behaviour of the two species is 
the result of change in the pattern of gene expression (Saetre et al., 2004). 
To test the hypothesis, the gene expression patterns in hypothalamus, 
amygdala and frontal cortex in dogs, wolves and coyote (Canis latrans) 
were compared. The most noticeable change in the gene expression 
between dog and wolf was found in hypothalamus, which is involved in 
variety of behavioural and physiological responses. The authors 
suggested that during domestication, the intensive evolutionary pressure 
for behaviour has led to change in the expression pattern of a few 
multifunctional hypothalamic genes with big downstream effects on 
various traits (Saetre et al., 2004).  

The red jungle fowl (Gallus gallus) is the main ancestor of all breeds of 
chicken (Eriksson et al., 2008). The chickens’ great breed variability plus 
the fact that they can be hatched and reared in controlled environments 
have made them a proper model to study the genetic basis of rapid 
adaptation (Jensen and Andersson, 2005). To get insight into the genetic 
basis of chicken domestication, Rubin et al. sequenced the genome of 
various domesticated breeds and the ancestral red junglefowl (Rubin et 
al., 2010). Several selective sweeps containing genes such as PMCH, 
IGF1 and INSR were found in broilers. These genes are involved in 
appetite regulation, growth and metabolism. A few genes that may be 
involved in behaviour were also highlighted, namely, SEMA3A which 
plays an important role in brain development (54), ADRA2C, which codes 
for the alpha 2c adrenergic receptor with broad physiological and 
behavioural roles (Philipp and Hein, 2004) and TSHR gene.    

The TSHR gene encodes thyroid stimulating hormone receptor and lies in 
a selective sweep, which suggests that it might had been the subject of 
recent selection in the domesticated chickens (Rubin et al., 2010). To 
investigate whether other populations of domesticated chicken also carry 
the mutant allele, 271 birds from 36 populations with different 
geographical origin were genotyped for the TSHR region. Interestingly, 
264 out of 271 tested birds were homozygous for the sweep haplotype 
and the rest were heterozygous. Considering the vast genetic diversity of 
chickens, this finding suggests that TSHR may be related to chicken 
domestication (Rubin et al., 2010). The locus containing TSHR did not 
coincide with any of already found 13 growth QTL, and hence probably 
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the sweep haplotype doesn’t play a major role in metabolism and growth. 
On the other hand, TSHR is also associated with a classic characteristic of 
most domesticated animals, namely, the lack of a strict seasonal 
reproduction pattern. Recent findings have revealed the role of TSHR in 
photoperiod regulation of reproduction (Yoshimura et al., 2003; Hanon et 
al., 2008; Nakao et al., 2008; Ono et al., 2009).  

Most temperate zone birds have a strict seasonal reproduction pattern and 
have evolved photoperiodic time measurement to anticipate and adapt to 
the seasonal changes (Dawson et al., 2001). Unlike mammals, birds do 
not mainly relay on melatonin signals to measure day length (Juss et al., 
1993). Instead, it has been shown that the luteinizing hormone (LH) surge 
that happens after long days is responsible for reproductive 
photoperiodism (Nicholls et al., 1983). The mediobasal hypothalamus 
(MBH) is involved in measuring daylight and modulates the secretion of 
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) in the quail, and thyroid 
hormone metabolism (T4 to T3 conversion) is involved in activating this 
pathway (Yoshimura et al., 2003). Type 2 deiodinase (DIO2) converts T4 
(prohormone thyroxine) to T3 (bioactive triiodothyronine), and Type 3 
deiodinase (DIO3) has an opposite action by converting T4 to T3 and T3 
to T2.  During short days, DIO2 is expressed at low level, while DIO3 is 
expressed in high level, but after a long day the expression pattern of 
DIO2 and DIO3 is reversed, resulting in local accumulation of T3 in 
MBH (Yoshimura et al., 2003; Nakao et al., 2008). High levels of T3 in 
MBH lead to LH surge and also administration of T3 to the birds living in 
short days leads to increase of the level of plasma LH (Follett and 
Nicholls, 1988; Yasuo et al., 2005). Nakoa et al. (Nakao et al., 2008) 
recognized two waves of gene expression in pars tuberalis (a part of the 
anterior pituitary lobe) in the quail brain. The TSH expression increased 
14 hours after the end of the first long day followed by an increase in 
DIO2 expression in 4 hours. When the birds living in short day 
environments received TSH via intracerebroventricular (ICV) injection, 
their gonads started to grow and the expression level of DIO2 increased 
in their pars tuberalis (Nakao et al., 2008). Hence, the authors suggested 
that the expression of TSH in pars tuberalis might initiate the activation 
of photoinduced seasonal breeding. The exact role of TSHR on regulating 
circadian photoperiodism is not clear, but humans who have a mutation 
on the TSHR gene have elevated plasma TSH. The role of TSHR in 
chicken domestication is a matter of on-going studies at Linköping 
University. 

Another gene which affects both morphology and behaviour is the 
PMEL17 gene. Using an intercross between the red jungle fowl and 
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White Leghorn chickens, Keeling et al. (Keeling et al., 2004) studied the 
role of the PMEL17 gene, which regulates plumage melanization and 
showed that the birds which carry the recessive wild allele (i/i) are more 
vulnerable to become targets of feather pecking in comparison the birds 
that are homozygous for the white allele (I/I). In behavioural comparison 
between the two genotypes, i/i birds vocalized more in a novel arena and 
were more active in the fear of human test (Nätt et al., 2007). But the 
authors did not exclude the negative social influence caused by being 
feather pecked any further. To separate direct and indirect influence of 
genotype, Karlsson et al. (Karlsson et al., 2011) reared the birds without 
social contact. The I/I birds were more explorative and active and showed 
more social interactions with the conspecifics in a test called complex 
environment test, but no hormonal differences were found between 
genotypes. The authors suggested the PMEL17 has pleiotropic effect on 
behaviour (Karlsson et al., 2011).    

 

8 The implication of genetics in improving animal welfare 

The strong selection in livestock animals has led to dramatic increases in 
production level but it also has increased the risk of various behavioural 
and physiological welfare issues (Rauw et al., 1998), For instance, male 
turkeys can’t mate naturally as they are too heavy. Chickens are also 
suffering from various disorders caused by selection for high production 
traits. It has been shown that broilers are severely suffering from constant 
hunger, ascites, leg problems and hampered immune response to various 
diseases due to their high metabolic rate and heavy weight [reviewed by 
Rauw et al.(Rauw et al., 1998)].  

Double muscling (DM) is a phenotype in bovine characterized by 
significant muscle hypertrophy and development in all body parts. Cattle 
with this phenotype have a higher number of muscle fibers (hyperplasia) 
and also the fibers are bigger (hypertrophy). The DM cattle have higher 
muscle to bone ratio and lower adipose tissue thus; they produce a larger 
amount of expensive meat, and hence, the DM phenotype has been 
favored by farmers (Arthur et al., 1989). The suppression of Myostatin 
gene (GDF8) which is a differentiation and growth factor is the causative 
factor of the phenotype. Six mutations have been identified to be 
involved in deactivation of Myostatin leading to the double muscling 
(Bellinge et al., 2005). But unfortunately DM animals suffer from various 
physiological problems. It has been shown that DM cows have 
significantly smaller pelvic opening and, hence, suffer from dystocia 
(abnormal or difficult childbirth or labour) three times more often than 
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normal cows (Arthur et al., 1988). They also have decreased stress 
tolerance and higher calf mortality (Arthur et al., 1989). 

Another example of negative consequence of artificial selection on 
animal welfare is the white coat phenotype of horses. The grey horses 
(white horses are scientifically termed grey) born with different colours 
but they start to turn grey at very young age and usually turn completely 
grey by the age of 6-8 years (Andersson, 2012). The grey horses have 
been considered charismatic throughout the history and probably have 
been selected uniquely based on their appearance. Rosengren Pielberg et 
al. suggested that a mutation on cis-regulatory region of STX17 
(syntaxin17) would cause overexpression of STX17 and the neighboring 
NR4A3 gene and lead to early and gradual loss of hair pigmentation 
(Rosengren Pielberg et al., 2008). But the white coat colour has been 
linked with very high incidence of melanomas and the grey skin 
phenotype is a risk factor. It is worth noting that most of these tumors are 
benign, but some of them can turn into widespread and deadly melanoma 
(Fleury et al., 2000).   

Feather pecking, social stress and fear are considered as the main 
behavioural problems that threat the welfare of poultry industry (Jones 
and Hocking, 1999). It has been shown that stress response and feather 
pecking are heritable and the underlying QTL have been found in laying 
hens (Buitenhuis et al., 2003). Finding the genetic determinants of 
undesirable behaviours can provide applied tools to breed the future 
animals simultaneously on their high production level and their welfare 
issues such as lower stress response and reduction of abnormal behaviour 
such as feather pecking (Jensen et al., 2008).     

 

9 Conclusion 

The genetic architecture of behaviour is complicated and the behavioural 
variation is determined by the genes and the environment and their 
interaction. The recent advances in molecular genetics have provided a 
valuable tool to study the genetic basis of complex behaviour such as 
anxiety and aggression. By comparing the genome of domesticated 
animals and their wild counterparts we got insights in genes that underlie 
morphology and behaviour.     
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